D
uring mitosis, microtubules (MTs) are massively rearranged into three sets of highly dynamic MTs that are nucleated from the centrosomes to form the mitotic spindle. Tight regulation of spindle positioning in the dividing cell and chromosome alignment at the center of the metaphase spindle are required to ensure perfect chromosome segregation and to position the cytokinetic furrow that will specify the two daughter cells. Spindle positioning requires regulation of MT dynamics, involving depolymerase activities together with cortical and kinetochore-mediated pushing and pulling forces acting on astral MTs and kinetochore fibres. These forces rely on MT motor activities. Cortical pulling forces exerted on astral MTs depend upon dynein/dynactin complexes and are essential in both symmetric and asymmetric cell division. A well-established spindle positioning pathway regulating the cortical targeting of dynein/ dynactin involves the conserved LGN (Leu-Gly-Asn repeat-enriched-protein) and NuMA (microtubule binding nuclear mitotic apparatus protein) complex. 1 Spindle orientation is also regulated by integrin-mediated cell adhesion 2 and actin retraction fibres that respond to mechanical stress and are influenced by the microenvironment of the dividing cell. 3 Altering the capture of astral MTs or modulating pulling forces affects spindle position, which can impair cell division, differentiation and embryogenesis.
In this general scheme, the activity of mitotic kinases such as Auroras and Plk1 (Polo-like kinase 1) is crucial. 4 Recently, the p21-activated kinases (PAKs) emerged as novel important players in mitotic progression. In our recent article, we demonstrated that PAK4 regulates spindle positioning in symmetric cell division. 5 In this commentary, and in light of recent published studies, we discuss how PAK4 could participate in the regulation of mechanisms involved in spindle positioning and orientation.
At the onset of mitosis, the cellular cytoskeleton is significantly rearranged to allow subsequent assembly of a bipolar spindle, accurate segregation of chromosomes and completion of cytokinesis. The mitotic spindle is assembled from the duplicated centrosomes and requires MT nucleation and their dynamics. In metaphase the bipolar spindle with congressed chromosomes aligned to the metaphase plate is anchored to the cell cortex through astral MTs. In this configuration the spindle is submitted to tension with pulling and pushing forces emanating from different subcellular structures (the cellular cortex, spindle poles and kinetochores). The tension reaches a threshold when sister kinetochores become properly bioriented to spindle poles, allowing the onset of anaphase and chromatid segregation. A surveillance mechanism, the spindle assembly checkpoint, prevents the metaphase-anaphase transition until this exquisite tension is reached. Anchorage of the bipolar spindle to the cell cortex also defines the cell division axis and location. Disturbing spindle positioning, by altering astral MT capture or affecting pulling forces, induces spindle rotation that can compromise proper cell division and cell fate. In mammalian cells, the dynein complex is the major force generator at the cortex, where its recruitment depends on a conserved protein module that includes Gai, LGN and NuMA-associated membrane proteins. 1 Essential functions of Auroras and Plk1 kinases in mitotic spindle formation and activity occur through the targeting of molecular motors and factors regulating MT dynamics during mitosis. Increasing evidence suggests that p21-activated kinases (PAKs) are also involved in the regulation of mitotic progression. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] PAKs are serine/threonine kinases initially characterized as effectors of the Rho GTPases Rac and Cdc42. 11 We previously demonstrated that the Xenopus ortholog of PAK4 regulates MT dynamics in interphase epithelial cells and in mitotic egg extract. 7, 12 In this latter study, we showed that PAK4 acts through the regulation of the small GTPase Ran. Ran controls nucleocytoplasmic transport, mitosis and nuclear envelope formation. These functions are regulated by the binding of Ran to different partners and by the formation of a Ran-GTP gradient emanating from chromatin. 13 We showed that Ran is phosphorylated by PAK4 on serine 135, which is increased during mitosis. Endogenous phosphorylated Ran and active PAK4 associate with centrosomes from prophase to anaphase and with chromosomes from prophase to metaphase. Ran phosphorylation on serine 135 impedes its binding to two of its regulators, RCC1 and RanGAP1 which respectively promote GTP loading and GTP hydrolysis. Thus, Ran phosphorylation can either prevent Ran activation or sustain Ran activity. Finally, we showed that PAK4 depletion inhibits Ran phosphorylation and delays mitosis entry and potentially mitotic progression. 7 This study led us to hypothesize that Ran phosphorylation regulates the assembly of Ran-dependent complexes on the mitotic spindle. We have now investigated the role of PAK4 during mitosis and showed that PAK4 depletion inhibits mitotic progression by strongly delaying the metaphaseanaphase transition, earlier mitotic phases progressing normally. 5 This delay is associated with the dynamic rotation of the metaphase plate on the x, y and z axes, demonstrating an altered positioning and orientation of the spindle upon PAK4 depletion. PAK4-depleted cells present numerous mitotic defects ranging from centrosome splitting, multipolar spindles and chromosome lagging, but we assume that all these defects derive from a primary defect. Indeed, extensive metaphase delay results in sister chromatid cohesion fatigue, which leads to asynchronous chromatid segregation, loss of spindle tension and the splitting of spindle poles. 14, 15 Chromosome congression occurred normally in PAK4-depleted cells but was followed by an extensive spindle rotation, resulting in a long metaphase-like delay. We did not identify what causes this delay, but we made several observations. In PAK4-depleted cells astral MTs were defective and off-centered spindles often appeared to adhere to the cortex. In addition, dynein and dynactin were mislocalized within these cells. In light of recently published articles, we would like to hypothesize how PAK4 may participate in spindle positioning and orientation.
In PAK4-depleted cells, the defective astral MT array prevents the cortical anchoring of the mitotic spindle. 5 This could reflect a PAK4-dependent regulation of astral MT nucleation and/or dynamics and may be mediated through regulation of Ran activity at centrosomes and/or the regulation of catastrophe factors such as stathmin 7 ( Fig. 1) . Another possibility would be that PAK4 regulates the cortical capture of astral MTs. Indeed, defects in astral MT capture does lead to their depolymerisation. MT plus-end tracking proteins (+TIPs) are known to facilitate interaction between growing MTs and their intracellular target, including the cell cortex. 16 In PAK4-depleted cells, the +TIP EB1 is properly localized to the few remaining astral MTs. However, we do not know following the loss of PAK4, the status of Kif18B, an EB1 binding protein that regulates the number and length of mitotic astral MTs. 17 Another +TIPs, CLASP1 is also involved in astral MTs capture at the cortex and its loss was shown to impair spindle positioning. 18 A more in depth study of the dynamic of astral MTs and their recruitment of +TIPs tracking proteins in PAK4 depleted cells is currently ongoing to pinpoint the primary event leading to spindle rotation induced by the loss of PAK4 (Fig. 1) .
Nonetheless, defective spindle positioning and orientation in PAK4 depleted cells could also result of an impaired cortical localization and/or activity of dynein. Dynein is involved in multiple steps of mitotic progression. Cortical dynein is involved in regulating astral MT dynamic and tethering their anchor to the cortex. 19 Most importantly, cortical dynein regulates spindle anchoring and oscillations by pulling astral MTs and thus exerting forces toward centrosomes. 20 The recruitment of dynein to the cortex depends upon the spindle-positioning pathway that consists of Gai, LGN and NuMA. 21, 22 Inhibition of this pathway leads to spindle rotation and mitotic delay. 23 LGN acts as a molecular switch that once bound to NuMA can interact with Gai. Thus, the cortical localization of LGN and of NuMA depend on each other. 24 Interestingly, ABL1 kinase-mediated phosphorylation of NuMA maintains the cortical localization of NuMA during metaphase. 25 The LGN-NuMA complex is formed at the beginning of mitosis when NuMA is released from the nucleoplasm, 26 and reaches the cortex through interaction with membrane-associated Gai. The cortical localization of dynein-dynactin has recently been shown to be dynamic and uneven. 22 As the metaphase spindle oscillates in the x-and y-axes, dynein-dynactin but not LGN dynamically accumulates, asymmetrically and synchronously with the oscillation, to the cortex facing the most distant spindle pole. Furthermore, cortical LGN-NuMA, and consequently dynein-dynactin, are excluded from the cortex near the spindle midzone. 22 Both of these dynamic localizations are controlled by two different mechanisms.
The mitotic kinase Plk1 is essential for spindle positioning. 27 Recently, a novel Plk1-dependent signaling pathway that regulates spindle oscillations required for positioning the metaphase plate at the center of the cell was described. 22 Indeed, when the spindle pole-to-cortex distance is below 2 mm, the centrosome-bound active Plk1 induces phosphorylation of dyneindynactin components, and their dissociation from cortical LGN-NuMA (Fig. 1) . This local displacement of dynein-dynactin consequently releases tensions exerted on the spindle. A second LGN-NuMA complex is excluded from the cortex in the vicinity of chromosomes in a Ran-GTP gradient-dependent manner 22 ( Fig. 1) . This result is in disagreement with another report using a Drosophila cell model, that demonstrated a positive role for the Ran-GTP gradient in the recruitment of Mud (NuMA) to Pins (LGN) and the activation of the spindle orientation pathway. 28 Nevertheless, both reports highlight the importance of the Ran-GTP gradient in spindle positioning. Dynein is mislocalized in PAK4-depleted cells, and it would be of interest to study in finer detail whether LGN-NuMA at the "equatorial" cortex, and spindle pole Plk1-dependent release of dynein-dynactin at the "polar" cortex could be regulated by PAK4. Indeed, a number of pieces of evidence indicate that the PAK4 and Plk1 pathways may be linked. First, the mitotic localization of active PAK4 at the centrosomes and at the spindle midzone resembles the subcellular localization of Plk1 in mitosis, although active PAK4 stains the metaphase plate while Plk1 is restricted to kinetochores. 7, 29 Both Aurora A and B are known to be Plk1-activating kinases respectively at centrosomes in G2 and at centromeres in prometaphase, where Plk1 regulates MT-kinetochore attachment. [30] [31] [32] Interestingly, PAK1 was also shown to phosphorylate Plk1 on serine 49 and participate in Plk1 activation. 10 Furthermore, PAKs, mammalian Ste20-like kinase and Aurora A were also identified from mitotic extracts 33 as Plk1 activating kinases and PAK1 regulates activation of centrosomal Aurora A. 9 Considering these data and our findings that PAK4 regulates spindle positioning, it is tempting to speculate that active centrosomal PAK4 may regulate Plk1 activity at centrosomes (Fig. 1) . Further studies are now ongoing to test this hypothesis.
In addition, active PAK4 also accumulates on the metaphase plate, and we showed that PAK4 regulates Ran activity. 7 As already mentioned, the phosphorylation of Ran on serine 135 by PAK4 prevents this GTPase from binding to its regulators RCC1 and RanGAP1. In addition, the level of Ran phosphorylated on serine 135 is significantly increased during mitosis, and phosphorylated Ran species localize to discrete substructures on the chromosomes of the metaphase plate. 7 Such a PAK4-mediated spatiotemporal phosphorylation of Ran on the metaphase plate could regulate its GTPase activity on the spindle, and participate in the controlled cortical targeting of the LGNNuMA complex (Fig. 1) .
A prerequisite to the validation of these potential pathways will indeed be a thorough investigation of the dynamic cortical localization of dynein and LGN-NUMA complexes in metaphase cells following loss of PAK4.
Finally, another interesting possibility to consider in spindle positioning is the role of extrinsic cues. At the onset of mitosis, cells round up but remain attached to the substrate through actin-rich retraction fibers. Retraction fibers exert forces by mechanotension on the cell body and control spindle positioning. 3 This involves the polarization of a dynamic subcortical actin structure, which somehow stabilizes astral MTs at the level of the retraction fibers. Since PAKs are well known for regulating the actin cytoskeleton, it will also be interesting to study the function of retraction fibers in spindle positioning upon PAK4 depletion.
Perspectives
In summary, our recent data show that PAK4 plays important roles in spindle positioning and orientation. Considering the studies recently published in the literature, here we propose several pathways in which PAK4 may be involved in the regulation of spindle orientation. Further studies are ongoing in the lab to test these hypotheses.
